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Methods

Background
Examinations are extensively used to assess knowledge and skills in medical
education. At University of Missouri School of Medicine (MUSOM), Year 1 and 2
medical students complete exams at the end of each eight-week block. As part
of our assessment process, we allow students to request re-evaluation of their
exam answers.
Problem Analysis
• Complex re-evaluation request process involves multiple stakeholders,
including students, office staff, faculty, and evaluation leadership
• Manual process required five paper forms for one request (last manual cycle:
23 requests = 115 forms for staff to quality control, send, receive, and track)
• Cumbersome administrative work made the process unclear, took away from
potential learning opportunities, and frustrated faculty
Process Redesign and Intervention
• Combined work ethnography with design-based research (Bell, 2004) to align
design with the context in which it is used; a situated action approach
(Suchman, 1983) matched the design with user’s behavior and details of the
work practice
• Three iterative development phases, including four user interfaces

Results (cont.)

Usability Testing
• Participants included five first-time users (four instructional designers, one
office staff) familiar with the re-evaluation request process
• “Mock” re-evaluation scenario required participants to complete two tasks: 1)
fulfill a student’s question requests and 2) compile requests for faculty
• Used Camtasia to record screen and audio during task completion
• Compiled all instances in which a user struggled with the interface and/or
decision making
• Prioritized instances in which multiple users struggled and classified each
instance as an issue to address in a training tutorial and/or an issue requiring
a programming fix

1. Where do users struggle when completing tasks in the admin interface and
which elements are most and least salient?

Satisfaction Surveys
• Survey invitations sent via e-mail with link to survey in SurveyMonkey
• Surveys sent to 13 faculty (62% response rate) and 10 students (50%
response rate) who participated in the re-evaluation request process
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2. How satisfied are faculty and student users? Has the system improved the
process and learning opportunities? How could it be enhanced?
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Results
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Usability Testing
Identified 32 instances in which users struggled:
• 22 instances classified as content to include in a training tutorial
• 6 instances classified as requiring a programming fix
• 4 instances classified as content to include in a training tutorial and requiring a
programming fix
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 It allowed me to look back at the course material
and spend time thinking about the questions.
 The process allowed me to scrutinize my
answers and analyze the answer keys and
helped me think about how I can make more
powerful arguments in the future.

Step 5: Exam Leadership Review

